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Abstract. This paper presents a quantitative analysis of evolvability with evolutionary activity statistics in an evolutionary fuzzy
system. In general, one can estimate the performance of an evolved fuzzy controller by its fitness. However, it is difficult to
explain how its fitness or adaptability has been obtained. Evolutionary activity is used to measure the evolvability of fuzzy rules
and explain why salient rules have higher evolvability. A genetic algorithm is used to construct a fuzzy logic controller for a
mobile robot in simulation environments. The quantitative analysis shows that sufficient evolvability is maintained during the
evolution and that it contributes to the construction of the optimal controller.

1. Introduction

Fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) [5,6,8,11–13,15,16,
22,26] have been widely used for behavior-based robots
such as Khepera because they can easily transform lin-
guistic information and expert knowledge into control
signals. While fuzzy logic control has many advantages
over traditional methods, it also has some drawbacks
at the design stage in that it is difficult to determine
optimal parameters. Therefore, many researchers have
applied evolutionary algorithms to the construction of
FLCs to automate the procedure of determining the pa-
rameters [6,7,11,16,22]. While many of the previous
works have shown successful results for the problems
at hand, no in-depth analysis on the role of evolutionary
computation has been done yet. Because the good per-
formance of an evolved solution does not necessarily
mean that the evolution has been adaptive [1,4],chances
are that subsequent evolution under the same condition
would not reproduce the same or similar good perfor-
mance. Therefore, it is necessary to prove or illustrate
that a certain level of adaptability has been maintained
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during the evolution such that the good performance of
the evolved solution is not from chance or necessity but
from adaptive evolution.

This paper aims to show the role of evolutionary
computation in finding successful rules for solving
problems using a measure of evolutionary activity pro-
posed by Bedau and Packard [1,4]. Although adaptive
evolution is known to make complex functional struc-
tures [10,24], it is, in general, difficult to differentiate
adaptive change from other evolutionary phenomena
such as chance and necessity. Evolutionary activity
is used to quantify the evolvability of an evolution in
terms of adaptability so that it can show the adaptabil-
ity of a system in an objective, quantitative manner. In
this paper, we will quantitatively show that the evolved
fuzzy controller is not the result of other evolutionary
phenomena but the result of adaptive evolution by ap-
plying evolutionary statistics. Furthermore, we will
analyze the behavioral properties during the evolution
that are regarded to be more adaptive than the others.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, a method for quantifying adaptive evolution
calledevolutionary activity statistics is described. In
Section 3, an approach to evolving a fuzzy logic con-
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troller is explained. Section 4 describes experimen-
tal set-ups and shows simulation results of the evolved
controller. Section 5 presents the quantification of the
evolution of the controller and analyzes salient fuzzy
rules that are regarded as having higher adaptability.
Finally, we will conclude in Section 6.

2. Evolutionary activity sattistics

The goal of evolutionary systems is to find the best
solutions to solve the problem at hand. Although these
solutions have been proven to work well in applications
in many areas, no proof has been shown that the best
solution is the result of adaptation to the given prob-
lem. As there are many evolutionary phenomena, such
as chance or necessity, a good solution does not neces-
sarily mean that the evolution has maintained sufficient
adaptability.

Adaptability shows different characteristics com-
pared with other genetic phenomena. Adaptive com-
ponents in evolutionary systems continuously gener-
ate innovative functional structures and these structures
persist in the systems because they have high adaptive
behavioral characteristics. Based on this idea, Bedau
proposed a new measure, calledevolutionary activi-
ty [1].

Evolutionary activity serves to quantify the degree
to which a system exhibits the continual spontaneous
generation of adaptive forms. Specifically, it measures
the degree to which new genetic combinations are per-
sistently used in a population. This quantity is an ob-
jective, empirical measure of the level of evolutionary
activity in an artificial or natural system. Bedau and
Packard [1] proposed an approach to quantifying adap-
tive phenomena in evolutionary systems. The method
for quantifying adaptive evolution is based on evolu-
tionary activity statistics that can be computed from
the records of all components’ birth, life, and death.
The statistics have been applied to, for example, visu-
alizing adaptive evolutionary phenomena [1,3], study-
ing punctuated equilibrium dynamics in evolution [23],
identifying long-term evolutionary trends [2,18], and
classifying evolutionary dynamics [4].

To measure evolutionary activity, a counter is at-
tached to each component. A component is a unit that
can play a significant role in a given problem. A com-
ponent, therefore, can be at different levels depending
on the problem at hand. For example, in a system
where each genotype is contending for space over time,
a genotype’s capability or adaptability can be measured

by the amount of space it occupies. In this case, the
components are the genotypes and counters are attached
to them [2,3]. Individual alleles or taxonomic families
can also be components depending on the problem [1,
2].

A counter,ai(t), of theith component at timet is at-
tached to each component of a system. A component’s
activity changes over time as in Eq. (1).

ai(t) =
∑
k�t

∆i(k) (1)

where∆i(k) is the activity increment for componenti
at timek. Various activity increment functions∆i(t)
can be used, depending on the nature of the compo-
nents and the purposes at hand [1,3,4]. One could in-
crement a component’s activity with its concentration
in a system [3] or the extent to which it is used or ex-
pressed [1], if the concentration or extent is correlated
with its adaptive value.

Various statistics can be defined based on the com-
ponents in a system and their activity counters. The
number of components with activity> 0 at time t is
Diversity, D(t), defined by Eq. (2).

D(t) = #{i : ai(t) > 0} (2)

where# denotes set cardinality. The number of com-
ponents with activitya at timet is component activity
distribution, C(t, a), defined by Eq. (3).

C(t, a) =
∑

i

δ(a − ai(t)) (3)

whereδ(a − ai(t)) is the Dirac delta function, equal
to one if a = ai(t) and zero otherwise. To measure
the continual adaptive success of the components in
a system at a give time,total cumulative evolutionary
activity or total activity in short,Acum(t), is defined by
Eq. (4).

Acum(t) =
∑

i

ai(t)→
∫ ∞

0

aC(t, a)da. (4)

Dividing the cumulative evolutionary activity by
D(t) gives the cumulative activity per component,
calledmean cumulative evolutionary activity or mean
activity in short, as follows:

Acum(t) =
Acum(t)

D(t)
. (5)

Activity statistics can clearly reflect a system’s adaptive
evolutionary dynamics after they have been normalized
by a “neutral” model [4], to screen off the contribution
of non-adaptive or maladaptive genotypes.
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Adaptive innovations correspond to new components
flowing into the system and proving their adaptive value
through their persistent activity. Leta0 anda1 define a
strip through the component activity distribution func-
tion, C(t, a), such that activity valuesa in the range
a0 � a � a1 are among the lowest activity values that
can be interpreted as evidence that a component has
positive adaptive significance. Then,new evolutionary
activity or new activity in short,Anew(t), is the reflec-
tion of the evolutionary adaptive innovations by sum-
ming the activity per component with values between
a0 anda1 as:

Anew(t) =
1

D(t)

a1∑
a=a0

C(t, a)

(6)

→ 1
D(t)

∫ a1

a0

C(t, a)da.

3. Evolution of FLC parameters

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search technique based
on the mechanisms of natural selection and natural ge-
netics [9]. This combines survival of the fittest among
string structures with a structured yet randomized in-
formation exchange to form a search algorithm with
some of the innovative flair of human search. In every
generation, a new set of strings is created using bits and
pieces of the fittest of the old; an occasional new part
is tried for good measure. While randomized, genetic
algorithms are no simple random walk. They efficient-
ly exploit historical information to speculate on new
search points with expected improved performance.

At first, a population of individuals that encode can-
didate solutions to a given problem is initialized at ran-
dom. Each individual in the population is evaluated
and changed by genetic operations such as crossover
and mutation to reproduce a new population. This pro-
cess goes on until a satisfactory individual appears in
the population.

The code of an individual representing the parame-
ters of an FLC is applied to the Khepera robot to mea-
sure fitness. After a certain period, each individual FLC
is given a fitness value according to its performance in
a given problem. Individuals with higher fitness are
selected and genetic operations are applied to produce
the next population of individuals. Two parameters
should be determined to run a GA: how to encode the
FLC parameters in gene code and how to estimate the
fitness value of each individual. The encoding scheme
first proposed in [6] is modified and extended here so

8 INPUTS 2 OUTPUTS 20 RULES

Fig. 1. Encoding of FLC parameters.

proximity sensorsd0

d1

d2 d3
d4

d5

d6d7

v0v1 motors

Fig. 2. Linguistic variables corresponding Khepera sensors and mo-
tors.

that it can tune the parameters more accurately and in-
clude more rules. For the FLC parameters, eight input
variables, two output variables, and maximally twenty
rules are encoded as shown in Fig. 1, where integer
coding is used rather than conventional binary coding.

We first need to define fuzzy sets on both inputs from
the sensors and outputs to the motors of the mobile
robot. Our FLC uses the sensory information of eight
proximity sensors as inputs and controls the speed of
the two motors on Khepera named as shown in Fig. 2.

The input linguistic variabledi(0 � di � 1023, i =
0, . . . , 7) and output linguistic variablevi(−10 � vi �
+10, i = 0, 1) are expressed by linguistic values (VF,
F, M, C, VC) and (BF, B, S, F, FF), respectively. Note
thatdi reads0when there is no obstacle and 1023 when
obstacles are closest. Also note thatv0 corresponds to
the right motor andv1 corresponds to the left motor
of the robot. The linguistic terms have the following
meanings:

Input Variable

VF : Very Far
F : Far
M : Medium
C : Close
VC : Very Close

Output Variable

BF : Backward Fast
B : Backward
S : Stop
F : Forward
FF : Forward Fast

The membership functions ofDi andVi are all in a
triangular form defined by Eq. (8).
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triangle (x, a, b, c) =
(7)

max
(
min

(
x − a

b − a
,
c − x

c − b

)
, 0

)

where the parameters{a, b, c} with a � b � c de-
termine thex coordinates of the three corners of the
underlying triangular membership function. To reduce
the computational complexity, some restrictions are ap-
plied to each membership function by Eq. (8).

µdi,V F (di) = triangle(di, 0, 0, cF
di
),

µdi,F (di) = triangle(di, 0, cF
di

, cM
di
),

µdi,M (di) = triangle(di, c
F
di

, cM
di

, cC
di
),

µdi,C(di) = triangle(di, c
M
di

, cC
di

, 1023),

µdi,V C(di) = triangle(di, c
C
di

, 1023, 1023),
(8)

µvi,BH(vi) = triangle(vi,−10,−10, cB
vi
),

µvi,B(vi) = triangle(vi,−10, cB
vi

, cS
vi
),

µvi,S(vi) = triangle(vi, c
B
vi

, cC
vi

, cF
vi
),

µvi,F (vi) = triangle(vi, c
S
vi

, cF
vi

,+10),

µvi,FH(vi) = triangle(vi, c
F
vi

,+10,+10)

where0 < cF
di

< cM
di

< cC
di

< 1023 and −10 <

cB
vi

< cS
vi

< cF
vi

< +10. cF
di

, cM
di

, andcC
di

are three
of ck

di
, k = 1, . . . , 19, evenly distributed in the uni-

verse of discourseUd. cB
vi

, cS
vi

, andcF
vi

are three of
ck
vi

, k = 1, . . . , 19, evenly distributed in the universe of
discourseUv as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, only three
of the five fuzzy membership functions,cF

di
, cM

di
, and

cC
di

, need to be encoded in the case of input andcB
vi

, cS
vi

,
andcF

vi
in the case of output. The membership func-

tions are not symmetric because, in our view, evolution
would make them symmetric if that is necessary.

Each rule has eight input variables,d0, . . . , d7, and
two output variables,v0 andv1. Variables having the
toggle bit “1” participate in the conditional part in a
fuzzy rule. Output variables do not have a toggle flag
because all of them should appear in the consequent
part. The first bit in Fig. 4 designates whether this
rule participates in the fuzzy inference process. Twen-
ty rules at maximum might not completely cover the
input space because the complete input space is that of
58 = 390, 625 rules. However, the wildcards for input
variables dramatically reduce the search space and it is
expected that evolution will lead the rules to adaptation
so that all occurrences of actual input configurations in
a given environment can be covered. Therefore, Fig. 4

can be decoded as follows:

IF (d0 = M) and (d1 = VF)

and (d6 = C) and (d7 = M)

THEN (v0 = BF) and (v1 = FF)

The fitness of an individual,Θ, with s run time steps
andn checkpoints passed through is defined by Eq. (9).

Θ =
( n

N

) s∑
t=0

Vt(1−
√

Dt)

(9)
(0.5 + 0.5(1− It))

whereN is the total number of checkpoints,Vt is aver-
age rotational speed at stept, Dt is the normalized ab-
solute value of the difference between the speed of the
two wheels, andIt represents the normalized value of
the sensor that presents the highest level of activation.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental setup

A genetic algorithm was used for the evolution of
fuzzy rules. At the start of evolution, we generat-
ed and randomly initialized fifty individuals. Maxi-
mum generation was 1,000. The population was over-
lapped by 50% with elitist strategy. New individuals
replaced individuals with relatively low fitness values.
The crossover rate was 0.5, and the mutation rate was
0.01.

We also experimented with a neutral shadow of the
fuzzy model to screen off the contribution of non-
adaptive or maladaptive genotypes and to measure the
excess evolutionary activity of genotypes [21]. All
the parameters for the neutral shadow model were set
identical to the fuzzy model except that the selections
for reproduction occurred randomly regardless of the
individuals’ fitness. The evolutionary dynamics in a
neutral shadow is a neutral diffusion process in geno-
type space. Genotypes arise and become extinct, and
their concentrations change over time, but the genotype
dynamics is at best weakly linked to adaptation. All
selection in the shadow model is random so that no
genotype has any adaptive significance.

As the number of whole rules in a population is con-
stant, the number or ratio of the genotype of the rule in
the population expresses a rulefls relative significance.
Adaptive genotypes will have a relatively high concen-
tration in the population, and poorly adapted genotypes
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

VF (or BF) F (or B) M (or S) C (or F) VC (or FF)

Fig. 3. Encoding of a membership function.

00 40 31 21 0 41

d0 d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 v0 v1

21 01 30 10

1 2

variable toggle flag

rule toggle flag

1 conditional part

2 consequent part

Fig. 4. Encoding of a rule.

will be correspondingly scarce. Therefore, the evolu-
tionary activityai(t) of the ith genotype at timet is
defined as its instances integrated over the time from
its origin up tot, provided it exists as follows:

ai(t) =
(10){∫ t

0 ni(t)dt if genotype i exists at t
0 otherwise

whereni(t) is the number of rules that hasith genotype
at t.

Figure 5 shows the environment where each individ-
ual is evaluated. The environment is set up such that the
mobile robot can meet many different situations, such
as “left turn”, “right turn”, “narrow path”, and “open
area”. Here, the goal of the mobile robot is to return to
its starting position (depicted as• in Fig. 5) by moving
along the lines shown in Fig. 5.

4.2. Simulation results

Figure 6 (a) shows fitness changes of the simula-
tion. Average fitness increases slowly and best fitness
increases as generation goes by with some fluctuation.
Even though elitist strategy was used in the evolution,
best fitness fluctuates. The reason for this is that the
sensory inputs have about 10% noisy information in
order to make the simulation more realistic.

From the 554th generation, individuals with an ex-
tremely high fitness value start to show up and disap-
pear. Among the individuals, the best individual reach-
ing the goal position has appeared at generation 746.
The movement of the best individual is shown in Fig. 6
(b). The best individual shows behaviors such as “left

Start

Fig. 5. Environment for mobile robot test.

turn”, “right turn”, “passing through narrow corridor”,
and “moving in wide area”, which we did not specify
in the gene code.

The best individual shown in Fig. 6(b) has thirteen
rules with its rule-toggle-bit on and only seven out
of thirteen get activated during the simulation. These
seven rules are shown in Table 1 and their associated
fuzzy sets are shown in Fig. 7. Careful viewing shows
that there are input combinations for which none of
the rules has a degree of membership larger than ze-
ro. Fortunately, however, the seven rules prevent those
combinations from occurring by driving the robot to
follow the route shown in Fig. 6(b). We also have to
say that the best individual sometimes behaved differ-
ently because other rules rather than the desired rules
in a given input configuration were fired. This reduces
the robustness of the controller, but does not interfere
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(b) Trajectory of the best individual
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Fig. 6. (a) Fitness changes. (b) Snapshot of the best individual.

with measuring evolvability. During the steps shown in
Fig. 6(b), the activations of the related rules are shown
in Fig. 8. RulesBR2, BR4, andBR5 are activated
more frequently than the other rules.

5. Quantification of the evolutionary dynamics

5.1. Measurement of adaptability

In this section, we will show that the performance
exhibited by the best individual is the result of adaptive
evolution. To do this, we utilize the evolutionary activ-
ity concept of Bedau’s proposal [1]. Figure 9 shows the
component activity distribution function. This graph
depicts how evolutionary activity of the genotypes (i.e.,
genotypes of rules) on they-axis varies as a function
of time on thex-axis. There are myriad lines or waves
evident in Fig. 9. Each wave corresponds to a sin-
gle genotype and shows the variation over time of that
genotype’s evolutionary activity.

Here, by the definition of evolutionary activity as
given in Eq. (1), the slope of a given genotype’s activity
wave at a given time can be interpreted as the genotype’s
concentration in the population at that time because
the whole number of rules in a population at a time is
constant. When a new genotype enters the population,a
new wave will arise from thex-axis. As the genotype’s
concentration in the population grows (or shrinks) over
time, the slope of the wave increases (or decreases).
When the genotype finally becomes extinct, the slope
of its wave falls to zero and the wave ends. In this

way, a genotype’s activity wave reflects its changing
concentration throughout its history in the population.
Whenever one genotype drives another to extinction,
a new wave arises as an earlier one dies out. The
dominating rules during a given epoch of evolution
appear as dominating wave(s).

Figure 10(a) shows the time series of diversityD.
The neutral shadow’s diversity values are generally
higher than those of the fuzzy model. This arises
from the fact that there is no selective pressure in the
neutral shadow model in contrast to the fuzzy mod-
el, where more adaptive individuals have higher pos-
sibilities of being selected, therefore, producing more
children, and persisting over time. Figure 10(b) shows
the total cumulative evolutionary activity,Acum, and
Fig. 10(c) shows the mean cumulative evolutionary ac-
tivity, Acum, of the two models. BothAcum andAcum

are significantly higher in the fuzzy model than in the
neutral shadow. This means that many more adaptive
rules are present in the fuzzy model than its neutral
shadow.

Figure 11 illustrates the difference between the fuzzy
model and its neutral shadow. The distributions shown
in Fig. 9 have been summed along the temporal dimen-
sion and then divided by the total number of counts in
both distributions. The value of each distribution at a
given activity valuea represents the fraction of activity
counts in each distribution that have activitya.

The fraction of activity counts of the neutral shadow
at relatively lower activities is higher than that of the
fuzzy model. However, at higher activities, the fraction
of activity counts of the neutral shadow is much lower
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Table 1
Rules of the best individual

Rule Meaning

BR1 (d3 =F) and (d4 =M) and (d7 =F)→ (v0 =F) and (v1 =F)
BR2 (d7 =VF) → (v0 =BF) and (v1 =S)
BR3 (d1 =VC) and (d2 =F) and (d6 =F)→ (v0 =BF) and (v1 =B)
BR4 (d1 =VF) and (d2 =VF)→ (v0 =FF) and (v1 =FF)
BR5 (d0 =VF) and (d4 =VC) and (d7 =VF)→ (v0 =FF) and (v1 =B)
BR6 (d0 =M) and (d1 =C) and (d3 =VF) and (d4 =F) and (d7 =VF) → (v0 =S) and (v1 =S)
BR7 (d1 =C) and (d6 =M) →(v0 =S) and (v1 =B)

0 1023

VF F M C VC VF F M C VC

VF F M C VC VF F M C VC

VF F M C VC VF F M C VC

VF F M C VC VF F M C VC

d0

d2

d4

d6

d1

d3

d5

d7

-10

BF B S F FF BF B S F FF

v0 v1

0 1023

0 1023

0 1023

0 1023

0 1023

0 1023 0 1023

+10 -10 +10

Fig. 7. Fuzzy sets obtained by evolution.

than that of the fuzzy model. This means that high
adaptive rules are much more numerous in the fuzzy
model than in its neutral shadow.

The point at which the two distributions have the
same value,a′, is an activity count that is equally likely
to have been chosen from either distribution. This value
is used to calculate new activity,Anew, with a0 to bea′

anda1 slightly abovea′ as follows:

a1 = a′ + (0.05× (amax − a′)) (11)

whereamax is the highest activity value at which either
distribution is positive anda′ is the lowest value at
which the two distributions cross. Since the lowest
value at which two distributions cross in Fig. 11 isa ′ =
145, we seta0 = a′ = 1.45×101 anda1 = 4.05×101,
respectively.

With these values, we can calculate new activity as
shown in Fig. 10(d). The new activity values of the
fuzzy model are higher than those of the neutral shad-
ow, which means that new activity signaling positive
adaptability flows more frequently into the fuzzy model
compared with that of the neutral shadow. Therefore,
we can conclude from this figure that the fuzzy model
continuously generates new adaptive fuzzy rules much
more than the neutral shadow does.

5.2. Analysis of salient waves

Figure 12 shows salient waves that have generally
higher activities than other waves. The birth and death
of a genotype can be seen in this figure. For example,
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Fig. 9. Activity distribution functionC(t, a).

genotypeSR1 occurs before generation 50 and lasts
for over 100 generations.

The salient genotypes in Fig. 12 have the rules listed
in Table 2. Comparing the salient rules with the rules
of the best individual in Table 1, very close similarities
can be identified. For example,SR2 is very similar to
BR4, SR8 to BR5, andSR10 to BR2. Considering
the close similarities between the salient rules and the

rules of the best individual, it can be inferred that the

salient rules contributed to the evolution of the best

individual.

To find out what properties of the salient rules allow

them to last long, some individuals that have salient

rules as part of their rule set are selected and analyzed

in subsequent sections.
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Fig. 10. (a) DiversityD(t). (b) Total cumulative evolutionary activityAcum(t). (c) Mean cumulative evolutionary activityAcum(t). (d) New
activity Anew(t).

5.2.1. Analysis of salient rule SR2

TheSR2 genotype occurs at about the 60th genera-
tion and lasts for about 200 generations. One individu-
al with SR2 was selected and analyzed. Table 3 shows
the rules activated during this test.SR2 is, in this case,
R10 of this individual as in Table 3.

Figure 13(a) shows the behaviors withSR2 included
and Fig. 13(b) shows the behaviors withSR2 inten-
tionally excluded to find out the role ofSR2. Figure 13
indicates thatSR2 drives the robot to move forward.
This can be identified by the fact the robot does not
move anywhere in Fig. 13(b), whilst it moves forward
at the beginning stage of the simulation in Fig. 13(a).

Figure 14(a) shows the speed changes of the two mo-
tors withSR2 and Fig. 14(b) shows the speed changes

withoutSR2. The speeds of the left motor in Fig. 14(b)
are the same as those of the right motor except that
their signs are different. Therefore, the behaviors in
Fig. 13(b) are actually turning continuously at the same
position.

Figure 15 shows the activations of the rules of Ta-
ble 3. In the case of (a), all the rules are activated dur-
ing the test steps while onlyR6 is activated in the case
of (b). ByR6, the robot turns continuously at the same
position as in Fig. 13(b). AlthoughR6 is still fired in
the case of Fig. 15(a), the robot moves forward because
the activation ofR6 is relatively much lower than that
of R10(= SR2) as shown in Fig. 15. From this analy-
sis, we can conclude thatSR2 drives the robot to move
forward when walls or obstacles are very far from it.
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Fig. 11. Log-log plot of the component activity distributions for the fuzzy model and its neutral shadow.
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Fig. 12. Salientwaves of evolutionary activities.

5.2.2. Analysis of salient rule SR10

TheSR10 genotype occurs at about the 830th gener-
ation and lasts until the last generation. One individual
with SR10 was selected and analyzed. Table 4 shows
the rules activated during this test.SR10, is in this

case,R6 of this individual as in Table 4.
Figure 16 shows the individual’s behaviors in two

cases. Figure 16(a) shows the behaviors withSR10

included, and Fig. 16(b) shows the behaviors withSR10

intentionally excluded to find out the role ofSR10.
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Table 2
Salient rules

Rule Gene Code Meaning

SR1 1030202010010031113 (d5 =VF) and (d7 =F) → (v0 =B) and (v1 =F)
SR2 1011010040004010344 (d1 =VF) and (d2 =F) → (v0 =FF) and (v1 =FF)
SR3 1031010040002010344 (d1 =VF) and (d2 =F) → (v0 =FF) and (v1 =FF)
SR4 1030200011100031113 (d4 =F) and (d7 =F) → (v0 =B) and (v1 =F)
SR5 1030201041401010041 (d4 =VC) and (d7 =F)→ (v0 =FF) and (v1 =B)
SR6 1021410030404030401 (d1 =VC) and (d2 =VF) → (v0 =BF) and (v1 =B)
SR7 1001010040002010344 (d1 =VF) and (d2 =F) → (v0 =FF) and (v1 =FF)
SR8 1000201011401010041 (d4 =VC) and (d7 =F)→ (v0 =FF) and (v1 =B)
SR9 1100201011401010341 (d0 =VF) and (d4 =VC) → (v0 =FF) and (v1 =B)
SR10 1000404040202031102 (d7 =F)→ (v0 =BF) and (v1 =S)
SR11 1100001011401010341 (d0 =VF) and (d4 =VC) → (v0 =FF) and (v1 =B)
SR12 1011010040002010344 (d1 =VF) and (d2 =F) → (v0 =FF) and (v1 =FF)

Table 3
Activated rules of an individual withSR2

Rule Meaning

R6 (d4 =F) and (d7 =F)→ (v0 =B) and (v1 =F)
R7 (d1 =VC) and (d2 =VF) → (v0 =BF) and (v1 =B)
R10(=SR2) (d1 =VF) and (d2 =F)→ (v0 =FF) and (v1 =FF)
R11 (d4 =VC) → (v0 =FF) and (v1 =B)
R12 (d2 =VF) and (d4 =VF) and (d5 =C) and (d6 =F) and (d7 =VF) → (v0 =FF) and (v1 =B)

(a) With SR2 (b) Without SR2

Fig. 13. Snapshot of an individual in relation toSR2.

Figure 16 indicates thatSR10 drives the robot to turn
right when it meets the front wall. This can be easily
identified by the fact the robot does not move anywhere
in Fig. 16(b) when it meets the front wall, whilst it turns
right and continues moving in Fig. 16(a).

Figure 17(a) shows the speed changes of the two
motors withSR10, and (b) shows the speed changes
without SR10. The speeds of the two motors drop to
zero after about 10 steps in Fig. 17(b), which means that
the robot does not move anymore when it encounters
the front wall. However, in the case of Fig. 17(a), the
robot changes the motor speeds continuously during
the steps.

Figure 18 shows the activations of the rules of Ta-
ble 4. In the case of (a), all the rules are activated
during the test while onlyR10 is activated in the case
of (b). By R10, the robot moves forward at the begin-
ning. However, when it comes to the front wall, it does
not move anymore because no rule is fired as shown
in Fig. 18(b). On the contrary,R6 fires a little just
before at step 10, which causes the robot to turn right
in Fig. 16(a). After this,R10 is fired again and drives
the robot to move forward. By the interactions of the
two rules,R6 andR10, the robot turns right and contin-
ues moving. From this analysis, we can conclude that
SR10 makes the robot turn right when it encounters the
front wall or an obstacle.
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Fig. 14. Speed of an individual in relation toSR2.
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Fig. 15. The activations of related rules.

Table 4
Activated rules of an individual withSR10

Rule Meaning

R6(= SR10) (d7 =F) → (v0 =BF) and (v1 =S)
R10 (d1 =VF) and (d2 =VF) → (v0 =FF) and (v1 =FF)
R11 (d4 =VC) and (d7 =VF) → (v0 =FF) and (v1 =B)

5.2.3. Analysis of salient rule SR8

TheSR8 genotype occurs at about the 420th genera-
tion and lasts for about 200 generations. One individu-
al with SR8 was selected and analyzed. Table 5 shows
the rules activated during this test.SR8 is, in this case,
R11 of this individual as shown in Table 5.

Figure 19(a) shows the behaviors withSR8 included

and Fig. 19(b) shows the behaviors withSR8 inten-
tionally excluded to find out the role ofSR8. Figure 19
indicates thatSR8 turns the robot left when it is very
close to the right wall. This can be identified by the
fact the robot does not move away from the right wall,
which it bumps into, as shown in Fig. 19(b), whilst it
continues moving after turning left at the same situation
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(a) With SR10 (b) Without SR10

Fig. 16. Snapshot of an individual in relation toSR10.
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Fig. 17. Speed of an individual in relation toSR10.

Table 5
Activated rules of an individual withSR8

Rule Meaning

R3 (d0 =F) and (d1 =C) and (d5 =VF) and (d6 =F)→ (v0 =S) and (v1 =S)
R6 (d4 =F) and (d7 =F)→ (v0 =BF) and (v1 =S)
R7 (d1 =VC) and (d2 =VF) → (v0 =BF) and (v1 =B)
R10 (d1 =VF) and (d2 =VF) → (v0 =FF) and (v1 =FF)
R11(= SR8) (d4 =VC) and (d7 =F) → (v0 =FF) and (v1 =B)
R19 (d1 =F) and (d3 =VF) and (d4 =VF) and (d6 =C) and (d7 =VF) → (v0 =BF) and (v1 =B)

in Fig. 19(a).
Figure 20(a) shows the speed changes of the two

motors withSR8, and (b) shows the speed changes
withoutSR8. At step 60 when the robot bumps into the
right wall, the speeds of the two motors in Fig. 20(b) are
the same. Because of this, the robot could not escape
from that situation. On the contrary, withSR8, the

robot easily avoids the right wall and continues moving
as shown in Fig. 19(a).

Figure 21 shows the activations of the rules of Ta-
ble 5. In the case of (a), all the rules are activated during
the test while only some of the rules (excludingSR8)
are activated in the case of (b). The activation ofSR8

at about step 60 is over zero and, therefore, it drives
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Fig. 18. Rule activations of an individual in relation toSR10.

(a) With SR8 (b) Without SR8

Fig. 19. Snapshot of an individual in relation toSR8.

the robot to turn left slightly keeping the robot from
bumping into the right wall. WithoutSR8 as shown
in Fig. 21 (b), however,R10 causes the robot to bump
into the right wall and makes the robot stop when it
confronts the front wall as shown in Fig. 19(b). When
it encounters front wall, evenR10 could not be fired.
From this analysis, we can conclude thatSR8 turns the
robot left when it encounters the right wall.

6. Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have quantified the evolution of a
fuzzy logic controller for a mobile robot and shown that
the rules of the best individual are the result of their
adaptive capabilities using evolutionary activity statis-

tics. Furthermore, we have also illustrated what behav-
ioral properties were preferred during the evolution by
identifying salient rules with evolutionary activities.

The evolutionary activity statistics have shown that
the performance of the best individual is not the result
of other genetic phenomena, such as chance or genetic
drift, but the result of its adaptabilities. Analysis of the
salient rules shows that their behavioral properties have
considerable significance with regard to the achieve-
ment of the goal. Furthermore, the rules of the best in-
dividual have close relations with the salient rules that
we analyzed in previous sections. Actually, some of the
salient rules are directly copied into the best individu-
al’s rule set. Others are supposed to be descendants of
the salient rules, though we have not clearly shown this
in this paper. Our next research topic will be to reveal
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Fig. 20. Speed of an individual in relation toSR8.
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Fig. 21. Rule activations of an individual in relation toSR8.

the relations between the salient rules and the rules of
the best individual.

In the perspective of evolutionaryoptimization, how-
ever, there is room for improvement. Although the
coding scheme used in this paper is intuitive and eas-
ily implemented, we have to say that it is not an opti-
mal coding scheme because of its large dimensionality.
The dimensions of search space would be reduced with
a better coding scheme, such as DNF coding [7,17],
that allows both multiple labels associated to the same
variable and a wildcard for variables. However, this
does not interfere with the focus of this paper. As we
have shown until now, maintaining a certain level of
evolvability is the key to successful evolution and only
that can make repetitive experiments successful. We
believe that that the presentation of measured evolv-

ability is necessary for every evolutionary experiment
to be more persuasive and objective.

Based on the measured evolvability of the evolution-
ary fuzzy system, we can say, as a conclusion, that the
evolved fuzzy controller is the result of adaptive evolu-
tion by the quantification of adaptability, and that evo-
lutionary activity proves to be useful for quantifying
adaptability.
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Appendix

The basic structure of a fuzzy logic controller con-
sists of three conceptual components: fuzzification of
the input-output variables, a rule base which contains
a set of fuzzy rules, and a reasoning mechanism which
performs the inference procedure on the rules and given
facts to derive a reasonable output. In this appendix,
we present a mathemathical formalization of fuzzy in-
ference for our fuzzy system.

A.1. Fuzzy sets

Thenth rule can be represented as a fuzzy relation
defined by Eq. (A1).

Rn : (Dn
0 × Dn

1 × Dn
2 × Dn

3 × Dn
4

(A1)
×Dn

5 × Dn
6 × Dn

7 )→ (V n
0 , V n

1 )

where→ denotes the fuzzy relation. This fuzzy re-
lation can be implemented with each corresponding
membership function defined by Eqs (A2) and (A3).

µRV n
0
(d0, d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7, v0) =

(A2)
f(µDn

0
(d0), · · · , µDn

7
(d7), µV n

0
(v0))

µRV n
1
(d0, d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7, v1) =

(A3)
f(µDn

0
(d0), · · · , µDn

7
(d7), µV n

1
(v1)).

A.2. Fuzzy inference

Here, we define fuzzy rules, fuzzy reasoning, and de-
fuzzifiation. LetDn

i andDn′
i be the fuzzy sets defined

ondi in the universe of discourseUd, andV n
0 , V n

1 , V n′
0

and V n′
1 be the fuzzy sets defined onv0 and v1 in

the universe of discourseUv, respectively. To control
the actions of the mobile robot,V n′

0 andV n′
1 should

be inferred fromDn
i , Dn′

i , V n
0 andV n

1 . Thenth rule
Rn can be transformed into a fuzzy relation based on
Mamdani’s fuzzy implication function [19]. Based on
Zadeh’s compositional rule of inference [27],V ′

0 and
V ′

1 are expressed as

V ′
0 = (D

n′
0 × · · · × Dn′

7 ) ◦
N−1⋃
n=0

(Dn
0 × · · · × Dn

7 → V n
0 ) (A4)

= (Dn′
0 × · · · × Dn′

7 ) ◦
N−1⋃
n=0

RV n
0

V1
′ = (Dn′

0 × · · · × Dn′
7 ) ◦

N−1⋃
n=0

(Dn
0 × · · · × Dn

7 → V n
1 ) (A5)

= (Dn′
0 × · · · × Dn′

7 ) ◦
N−1⋃
n=0

RV n
1

where◦ denotes the maximum-minimum composition.
The resultingV ′

0 andV ′
1 are expressed as in the follow-

ing equations.

µV ′
0
=

N−1⋃
n=0

{
∨d0

[
µDn′

0
(d0) ∧ µDn

0
(d0)

]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ω0

∧ · · · ∧

(A6){
∨d7

[
µDn′

7
(d7) ∧ µDn

7
(d7)

]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ω7

∧µV n
0
(v0)

=
N−1⋃
n=0

(ω0 ∧ · · · ∧ ω7)︸ ︷︷ ︸
firing strength

∧µV n
0
(v0)

Similarly, µV ′
1

is defined as

µV ′
1
=

N−1⋃
n=0

(ω0 ∧ · · · ∧ ω7)︸ ︷︷ ︸
firing strength

∧µV n
1
(v1) (A7)

where∧ denotes the minimum operation andω i is the
maxima of the membership functions ofDn

i ∩ Dn′
i .

Defuzzification refers to the wayv0 and v1 are
extracted from a fuzzy set as representative values.
Among the many defuzzification methods [19,20,25,
27], the center of gravity method is used because it is
widely used and appropriate for our system to control
the mobile robot.

v0 =

∫
v0

µv0(v0)v0dv0∫
v0

µv0(v0)dv0
(A8)

v1 =

∫
v1

µv1(v1)v1dv1∫
v1

µv1(v1)dv1
. (A9)
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